2018 – 2019 FWA Events

Hosted by President’s Circle Members

2019 FWA Annual Meeting and New Member Welcome (Jun 2019) – Provides a retrospect of the year’s accomplishments and the announcement of new leadership and focus for the next fiscal year. Hosted by New York Life.

FWA 3rd Annual Summit: A Rising Tide: Corporate Citizenship (May 2019) – An all-day summit designed to encourage discussion on how companies optimize corporate citizenship initiatives in today’s rapidly changing social, cultural and global business landscape. Sponsored by BNP Paribas. Lunch sponsored by Sidley Austin LLP.

Annual Director’s Reception (April 2019) – Panelists: Holly J. Gregory, co-chair of Sidley’s global Corporate Governance and Executive Compensation practice; Beth Haddock, Managing Partner of Warburton Advisers; Shelley Leibowitz, Board of Directors of E*Trade Financial Corporation; and Robin F. Lenna, former Executive Vice President of MetLife’s Retirement and Income Solutions business. Hosted by Sidley Austin LLP.


Back2Business Workshops 1 & 2 (Mar 2019) – Informational workshop that allowed networking with sponsoring organization representatives as well as brush up on resume writing, personal branding and Social Media trends and meet individuals who have successfully re-entered the workforce through re-entry programs. Session One hosted by New York Life and Session Two hosted by BMO Capital Markets.


5 Critical Keys That Will Create a Blueprint for Your Career Goals in the Digital Age (Jan 2019) – Workshop designed to teach how to create a functional resume, elevator pitch strategies, LinkedIn strategies, etc. Speaker: Linda Hannett, founder of Linda Hannett Coaching. Hosted by Wells Fargo Advisors.

Write Your Own Playbook - Take Charge of Your Future (Dec 2018) – Learning and networking event featuring speaker Digital Media Advisor Heidi Moore and moderated by freelance journalist and photographer Nina Roberts. Hosted by Wells Fargo Advisors.

Stop Blending In, Start Standing Out (Sept 2018) – Workshop that discussed the qualities that one can showcase to stand out and distinguish themselves as an expert or leader. Presented by the Emerging Leaders Committee and lead by FWA leader Regina Huber. Hosted by Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC).

Embracing Change ... Your Key to Thriving in Your Career (July 2018) – Workshop for FWA members that discussed ways an individual can increase his/her impact, grow exponentially and expand his/her influence. Presented by career coach Jim Arnoff. Hosted by Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC).
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